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About This Content

This pack recreates Type Z2 passenger carriages as used by Deutsche Reichsbahn from the mid-1980s for major train services.
All cars feature passenger view and include d 5d3b920ae0
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English

This add on is rather difficult to review, as I bought it for nostalgia sake only - DR coaches are not exactly in everyday use in
Germany today (many of them survived and remain in service, but they are not carrying DR livery anymore). On the other hand,
they can be used to simulate transitional period in early 1990' and of course, since former GDR abolished steam traction as late
as in 1988, you can combine them with available DR steamers (BR52, BR86 and BR24), so running a steam special with those is
not completely out of the question. There are also some 3rd party DR locos available (steam, diesel and electric), so this add on
can be used also with those. There are even 3rd party "freeware" route(s) available for this period. Yes, I am copying and
pasting this minireview across all relevant add ons, there is not much to say about each one of them.. I have bought it only for
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the WRme dining car. But I was very surprised to know that two other cars are great too as you can use them for express
"special". But I really want to see 'MITROPA' sign on WRme car as it was in real life. Reasonable price for such great cars.
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